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ABSTRACT

Software for Bus Monitor (SOBUM) is a package developed for
MIL-STD-1553Bbasedon Intel's Microprocessor Development System
(MDS). SOBUM, consisting of modules in ASM 86 and PASCAL 86
when usedwith proper hardware interfacecan transfer the bus messages
to the RAM in real time. SOBUM is then used in the off-line analysis
of th~ message traffi~on the b~. It displays or prints the data gathered
in very.us~fuI and interpretive formats.

1. INTRODUCTION

More than a decade ago the military aircraft designers visualised an airborne
ntral computer complex for the management of aircraft subsystems. However, the
. 'lngto the remote sensors, actuators andelectronics wasa significant design obstacle.

er many reviews the military standard MIL-STD-1553B aircraft internal time
lyisioncommand/response multiplex bus evolvedl to simplify the interconnection

k in the aircraft. As an example the aircraft A-7E has 1581 multiplexed signals-
avionic and 860 electrical power distribution signals.2 The application of the

andard in some of the existing aircrafts has been studied by the author. 3

The MIL-STD-1553B describes the method of communication and the electrical

erfaee requirements for su~systems connected to the data bus. Some of the
.ey-elementsare the bus-controUer (BC), the embedded sensor, the standalone remote
rminal (RT), twisted shielded pair wire data bus and the optional isolation couplers
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Figure 1. MIL-STD-1553Bmultiplex databus architecture.

(Fig 1). In this paper single level bus topology is considered. In this type of networ:
a single shielded coaxial cable with tenninations on either side constitutes the 1 M
bus. Each terminal called as a remote terminal is connected through a transform
on to the bus. These RT's are functionally independent units like flight contr,
computer fire control computer, display and key-board panel etc.

Within each RT, there is a further partition called sub-address. There are:
RT's and 31sub-addressesaltogether. Each sub-addresscan have utmost 32 won
(word-count) which can be accessed through the bus. The units defining the protoc
is shown in Fig. 2.
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The transactions are controlled by the BC. It issuesthe cOfnmandword containing
.eaddress of the specific remote terminal to transmit or recdive the data on the bus.
.e RT responds to the BC and hence this type of protocol is called as

,mmandlresponse protocol. Five types of message transmissions issued are:

.) BC to RT - called as receive command where the T/R bit is set to logic' O.The
RT receives the specified number of data words and later RT responds with a
status word.

I) RT to BC - called as transmit command where TIR bit is set to logic 1. The RT
transmits a status word and follows it with data words.

c) RT to RT - The BC first designates the receiver and immediately issues a second
command word to designate the transmitter. The status word flows from the
transmitter and follows it with the data words. The receiver answers with its
status word.

d) Broadcast - The controller issues a receive command with RTa4;idress-31 followed
by data words. All those with broadcast options recognise that RT address of
31 implies broadcast message transfer and recieve the data. In RT to RT type
of broadcast message transfer, the transmit command is issued to the specific
RT which transmits the data word.

e) Mode code - To analyse the status word further, the BC has to issue a mode
command to the unique tenninal. Mode code is indicated by setting the sub
address in the command word to 31. However the mode code is used to resolve

the conflicts in the bus management. In many aircrafts, the mode code for only
the dynamic bus control is used.4

All the transmissions on the bus is governed by the bus cbntroller using the
Immand/response method. The monitor performs two distinct functions- (i) It listens
all addresses or a subset of addresses and stores the data for further processing.

) It acts on the data to resolve higher level system configuration o~ bus controller
s.

2. SOFTWARE FOR BUS MONITOR (SOBUM)

, SOBUM is an example of how the Intel MDS can be used to match the
rformance of the high cost stand-alone units and also improve pn them. The users
SOBUM can easily change the softWareto suit to their needs. SOBUM performs

task of collecting a preset number of bus words on the 155pBbus in real time
then switch to off-line mode when it will dump the collected data into a disc file.
ter invokes procedures to group each bus word into units defined in 1553B protocol
displays the entire bus transactions that has taken place. There are various options

'Iable to the user to extract the information flow on the bus. The software can be

ified to make the unit as a taiker and it can interrogate the sub-systems and test
If responses.

The message transactiQns that take place on the bus has to be analysed and
sented in user understandable formats - units which make up BC address, RT
'ess, TIR bit, sub address, mode code, data word etc. A typical situation where

-- -- ---u --- h - - ----
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SOBUM works is to track the message exchanges that takes place betweentwo
subsystems, say flight control computer (FCC) and fire control computer. For a

particular mode that has been chosen, say, air to air or air to surface role, the designer
would like to know how the system is responding to the command. Assuming bus
transactions to take place at a task rate of 10 Hz and memory capacity to store bus
transactions as 32K, the worst case timing consists of one control word, one status

word and one data word. There win be about 1000words in the memory amounting
to data exchanges of 100sec duration which can be analysed by.application programs.
The MDS will have to be invariably used in the development phase because of the
support it gives for the multiprocessor based systems.

3. BUSMONITORINTERFACING

The data bus can be integrated with MDS by making use of Data Device

Corporation's (DDC) BUS-1553 and Intel's SDK-86 card as shown in Fig.3 and 4,
Bus-1553 is interfaced with the data bus on one end and on the other end its 16 bit
data output lines are connected to ports B of 8255(1)and 8255(2). Ports A and C of

8255 (1) and p,!rt A of 8255 (2) are programmed as output ports. Port B of 8255 (1)
and ports Band C of 8255 (2) are programmed as input ports. A brief description of
the relevant pins of the DDC's BUS-1553 module4 is given below:

Pin fan in/out

TX In

RST out

RB

VWR

out

out

description

External input logic '0' disables the
receiver whilelogic' l' inhibits the
transmitter

Receiver Synctype
logic '1' -command
logic '0' - data
Receiver busv

. J

Valid word received. VWR level goes
high only after valid sync, 16data bits and
odd parity have"been received. (refer
fig. 5 for waveforms)

INTEL MDS
ICE 86

ASM 8618086 ASSEM8lER1
PASCAL
1CE86Softwore

SDK 86 DOC
8096 CARD BUS 1553

DOC SOK 66
BUS 1553 8086CARD

CABLE

I-- 50 Mtrs !

Figure 3. MIL-STD-1553Bdevelopment sysiem schematic..
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As the device is hooked as a lIstener, the transmitter mode is inhibited. Receiver

type outputed as RST has to be taken into know whether it is a command word
ot. RB and VWR signal the presence of valid RST and the presence of validword
he 16bit data bus. Hence RB, VWR will be connected as two interrupts to 8259
tat the interrupt service routines can take in sync word and bus word respectively
1Jghthe input ports. Two lines of port C of 8255(1) are u3edto make BUS-1553
ate in receiver mode. This is made by keeping receiver strobe at logic 1. The
mitter is inhibited by applying logic 1 to TX of BUS-1553. The pin receive sync
(RST) of BUS-1553 is connected to the input port C of 8255(2).

--------
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Figure 4. - Hardware configuration to interface the 1553B with8086 up.
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SOBUM consists of thefolowing modulesto perform the task of busmonitorin

(a) An ASM86 routine called BUS-WORD. ASM invoked in ICE-86 mode s
collecting the words that flow on the bus. Th€ synchronisation is achieved
the interrupts RB and VWR given by DOC's BUS-1553B device. The bus w(
are sequentialJy stored in the RAM area of SDK-86 card. At the end of pr~
number of words, the data is transferred to disc storage area and then it en
off-line mode called by the system as DEBUG86 mode.

(b) Another module of SOBUM in ASM86called as ANAL YS. ASM is then ca
which transfers the saved data using the register pairs ES and DI with C)
the count register. Thisperforms the separation of the elements of the bus we
such as RT address, T/R bit, sub address, mode code, word count, data w(
and status word.

(c) An ASM86 routine called as CMD-TAB generates the ASCII value for e(
digit. 5This used as display, makes use of ASCII value of each character.

(d) The Pascal procedure REM-ADDR is called to communicate with the user
select the mode-codes or terminal activity sc\ection.iJ The sub rout
MODE-CODE compares the particular mode with the allowed mode-codes (
hence determines whether it is legal or illegal. The procedure WRITE-MOl
displays the mode command. The terminal activity selection will lead to
choice of whether all RTs activity is to be displayed or that of a selected
The Pascal procedure WRITEIT takes in the above information given by
user. In case of selected RT activity isdesired by the user, the program comp
and displays the transactions on the bus concerned with the selected RT 0
The procedure WRITEIT takes the variables RT-ADDR, TR-RI
SUB-ADDR, WC-MC of the bus-word as array of four characters. If
bus-word is a command word then this programme writes its RT-ADI
TR-REC, SUB-ADDR, WC-MC and writes it as command word. Uthe bus-w
is a status word, then this programme writes each digit of status word in bin
representation. This is achieved by using a look-up table where bin;
representation of Hex digit are written in an external file called NUMS. Ev,
time a Hex digit is picked the corresponding binary representation is read fr
NUMS and is written into the display. If the bus-word is a data word, then it
written inbinary format and the word 'DATA WORD' is written into the displa,

A pseudo coded program of the above routines are as follows:

BUS-WORD. ASM

begin
initialise 8086 registers, 8255 ports and 8259;

while preset < num do {nuID = required no. of data-words}
begin

while interruptI do
begin



clear interrupti;
binput RST and move -itto BUSW [I];

set interrupt;
increment I;

increment preset

end; {interrupt I} .

while interrupt 2 do

begin

input data-word and move it BUSWO [I];
increment I;

increment preset
end {interrupt 2}

end {preset}

end {prog}.

ANALYS ASM

begin {main}

,initialise the system routines;
set up registers ES, SI, DI for accessing the global file where SAVE system
has dumped the 1553B bus transactions;
for cx: = 0 to count do

move the BUSWD determined byES, DI and moveit to syncword SYNC [DI];

Software for Bus Monitor
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d

WRITEIT

{seek user requirements like unique RT transactions, unique
transactions or mode code transactions or RT-RT transactions or aU;

seek disc file or VOU options}
reinitialise SI, DI values;

for temp:= 0 to count do
begin

move SYNC [SI] to unit-word;
if unit-word is 0 then DATA: .=1

else begin {decompose}

decompose unit-word to protocol terms likeRT-address, T/R bit,
baddress/mode, word count/mode-code, instrumentation bit etc;

If RT-address is 31 then BRD-CST: =1

else if Sub-address is 31 then

begin {mode}
MODE: =1;

MODE-CODE, WRITE-MODE; {procedures for checking
illegal mode codes and displaying the details of the code}

end; {mode}
else if the instrumentation bit is 1 then STATUS: =1

else COMMAND: = 1;
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end; {decompose}
obtain the ASCII value of the unit-word;

call Pascal subprogram to display or store the transactions in discfile
end {for temp}
end.

5. CONCLUSION

SOBUM, a software package for data bus monitoring has been develope<
debugging tool in the development phase of data communication on the 1553B
based on the Intel MDS. SOBUM run on the Intel MDS with its resident soft~
tools and multibus environment provides a cost-effective and better alternative
some of the existing data bus monitors. Further work needs to be carried ou
resolve higher level bus problems with the aid of the latest hardware Support.7
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